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Learning to sharpen your turning tools is possibly the most 

foundational skill in developing turning technique. The most 

time consuming part of sharpening is figuring out which 

profiles work best for you & practicing so you are proficient. Unlike other skills in wood-

turning, ALL of woodturning relies on the tool’s ability to remove wood…a sharp edge 

makes the tool easier to control &more fun to use! 

Make sure your grinder is performing its best: Grinders need regular maintenance & 

tune-ups just like any other tool in the shop. The degree to which your grinder is prop-

erly tuned directly effects the quality of your sharpening experience & the keenness of 

your edge. The grinder should run smoothly & nearly silent without the grinding wheels 

mounted on the shafts & there should be NO play in the shaft bearings. Once the grind-

ing wheels are mounted, the grinder will probably have a small amount of vibration 

which can usually be calmed by dressing the wheels & using a balancing system. My fa-

vorite balancing system is made by OneWay; directions on their website.  
http://www.oneway.ca/index.php?option=com_virtuemart&page=shop.browse&category_id=42&Itemid=2 

 

Invest in QUALITY grinding wheels: Generally 

speaking, higher quality wheels are more expensive & 

better balanced right out of the box...so, view your 

grinding wheels as an ”investment”. CBN & Diamond 

wheels are now available which are machined to have 

virtually no vibration, provided the grinder runs true & 

they are properly fitted. No dressing or balancing 

needed. These wheels cost a premium, but I believe 

they are well worth the investment; I use CBN wheels 

on a 3450rpm grinder & highly recommend them! 

Grinder Height: The axis of your grinder should be at the height of your elbow’s axis (or 

slightly above) & should match the height of your lathe. By maintaining this height, 

ALL of the biomechanics you learn/ practice at the grinder will improve your tool con-

trol while at the lathe! BOTH sharpening AND turning involve presenting a tool edge to 

a rotating object… one removes wood & the other removes metal, but the biomechanics 

(body movements) are nearly identical. 

Freehand VS. Jig: IF you are determined to learn “freehand” sharpening, GO FOR IT! 

Just realize that it is skill which requires frequent practice, as your body becomes the jig. 

I currently promote the use of jigs for most students, as the learning curve is MUCH 

shorter. Using jigs does NOT create the edge/ profile for you, it just controls some of the 

variables involved in sharpening so you only have to focus on a few at one time. 

Whether using jigs or going freehand, you’ll need to know the final profile you are aim-

ing for so you stop when appropriate. In addition, it is good practice to use a permanent 
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pen to mark the tool’s bevel, then by hand double check your 

sharpening set-up and rehearse the movements before grinding. 

This simple addition will make you more proficient & wastes 

less tool steel. 

A few jigs, homemade OR purchased, will make reproducing the 

profiles and angles MUCH more predictable. I suggest finding 

your desired angles & profiles, then create your jigs to aid in re-

producing these variables of the sharpening equation. 

 

PARTING TOOL: (use a platform for max. accuracy) 

a. Determine the platform angle– 

Adjust the platform approx. 90ͦ  to the grinding wheel. 

b. When re-dressing the edge, approach the grinder w/ the 

wheel stationary– Use a dark color felt-tip pen (either per-

manent or dry erase marker) to coat the bevel. This allows 

you to see where the grinding wheel makes contact with the 

bevel. Lay the tool shank on the platform and rotate the wheel 

by hand, bringing the bevel into contact. Observe where the 

wheel makes contact & adjust as needed. 

c. Lay the tool on its side & align the bevel with the face of 

the grinding wheel. Lightly touch the bevel to the wheel, reading the sparks to ensure 

the entire bevel has made contact. Repeat with the other bevel. 

d. Refine/clean the burr from both bevels & sides of tool shank with a diamond/CBN 

hone for a sharp edge! 

 

SCRAPER: (use a platform for max. accuracy) 

a. Determine the platform angle– The platform angle & re-

sulting edge angle DEPENDS ON SHANK THICKNESS. 

Adjust the platform so the tool’s relief angle (bevel) is 

approx. 70ͦ . 

b. I favor “negative rake” scraper profiles as the physics al-

low for more versatility & control than a traditional 

scraper profile with a continuous flat surface along the top 

of the tool shank. 

c. Clean the burr from both surfaces of the edge with a 

diamond/CBN hone & raise a hook with a carbide rod 

for an extremely sharp & durable edge! 
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Parting Tool– Side Profile 

Bevel Profile 

Profile– Side View 

Neg. Rake Scraper– Top View 

2nd Relief ∟– Bottom View 

~70ͦ  
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RADIUSED-EDGE SKEW: (use a platform 

for max. accuracy) 

a. Determine the platform angle– The platform angle 

& resulting tool angle DEPENDING ON SHANK 

THICKNESS. Adjust the platform so bevel is approxi-

mately 1 1/2x the thickness of the shank; for example, if 

your skew shank is 3/8” thick, then your tool bevel on 

each side should be approximately 9/16” wide. 

b. When shaping the bevel, make sure to check for 

balance & symmetry– A balanced & symmetrical edge which is centered on the shank 

will maximize tool predictability when making critical cuts. 

c. Refine the edge with a diamond/CBN hone & strop for a razor sharp cutting tool! 

 

SRG (Spindle Roughing Gouge): (use a platform for max. accuracy) 

a. Determine the platform angle– The platform angle 

& resulting edge angle DEPENDS ON SHANK 

THICKNESS. Adjust the platform so the tool’s bevel 

angle is approx. 45ͦ . Use the felt-tip pen technique to 

ensure the correct angle. 

b. Lay the tool on the platform & align the bevel parallel 

to the face of the grinding wheel. Lightly touch the 

bevel to the wheel, reading the sparks to ensure the 

entire bevel has made contact. Rotate the tool shank 

on its axis to sharpen the entire bevel. Maintain the profile of the tool by reading the 

sparks, keeping the edge parallel to the grinding wheel face, & rotating the shank 

smoothly/consistently. 

c. Hone the flute to remove the grinder burr, using a slip stone or folded piece of 

cloth-backed aluminum oxide sandpaper. Then, refine the edge with a dia-

mond/CBN hone & strop for a razor edge! 

 

FINGERNAIL BOWL GOUGE: 
(use a platform for roughing the tool profile, 

then a Vari-Grind style jig for max. accuracy) 

a. Adjust the platform so the tool’s bevel angle 

at the tip is approx. 55ͦ . Use the felt-tip pen tech-

nique to ensure the correct angle. 

b. OR, for a quicker roughing technique; lay the 

tool on the platform & align the tip bevel parallel 
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to the face of the grinding wheel. Lightly touch 

the bevel to the wheel, reading the sparks to en-

sure the entire bevel has made contact.  

c. Then set the wing profile by facing the flute to-

ward the grinding wheel & grind the wings flat 

or slightly convex by swinging the tool 

shank/handle slightly. Continue until the wing 

profile meets the tip profile. 

d. Place the gouge shank into the Vari-Grind jig, set the protrusion length, leg angle, & v-

pocket to wheel distance according to manufacturer’s directions & proceed to shape the 

bevel to meet the wing & tip profiles.  
Oneway Vari-Grind Jig: 

http://www.oneway.ca/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&catid=2%3Amultimedia&id

=34%3Awolverine-grinding-jig-a-accessories&Itemid=15 
e. Helpful hint: focus on grinding one side, then the other. Begin on the wing & blend to 

the tip, “fading away” from the wheel as you approach the tip to maintain the previ-

ously ground tip angle. 

f. Then, turn the gouge on its side & soften the 

bevel heel by grinding a 2nd (or 3rd) bevel. 

g. Hone the flute to remove the grinder burr, us-

ing a slip stone or folded piece of cloth-backed 

aluminum oxide sandpaper. Then, refine the 

edge with a diamond/CBN hone & strop for a 

razor edge! 
 

ACCESSORIES: 
1. Machinist Protractor- to measure 

profile & bevel angles 

2. Magnifier– to inspect edge quality 

3. Sharpie Pen– to darken bevels & 

check grinding angles/ progress 

4. Cloth-Backed Sandpaper– universal 

slip stone to clean & remove burs 

from gouge flutes 

5. DMT Hone– Extra Fine to hone edge  

(& prepare them for stropping) 

6. Carbide Rod Burnisher– 1/8” dia. to 

raise a smooth hook on scrapers 
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